Height Adjustable Massage Footrest
The Height Adjustable Massage Footrest is an angle and height
adjustable footrest, ergonomically designed to reduce muscle strain
and fatigue and its center rolls make it fun to keep your feet in
motion to prevent blood circulation related issues.

Fast shipping.

Prolonged sitting may lead to various disorders such as blood circulation problems, back pain, Thrombosis, etc. When chairs and desks are not
adequately adjustable and consequently finding the right posture becomes impossible, a footrest can prove necessary.

The Height Adjustable Massage Footrest is an angle and height adjustable footrest, ergonomically designed to reduce muscle strain and fatigue and
its center rolls make it fun to keep your feet in motion to prevent blood circulation related issues.

Guarantees
· 100% money-back guarantee including shipment cost for 60 days javascript:poptastic('https://www.zenlap.eu/product-guarantees#answer1');
· Fast shipping javascript:poptastic('https://www.zenlap.eu/product-guarantees#answer2');
· 1 year manufacturer warranty javascript:poptastic('https://www.zenlap.eu/product-guarantees');
· Dioxide emissions off-setting javascript:poptastic('https://www.zenlap.eu/product-guarantees#answer6');

Benefits
· Sturdy. You can confidently let your legs rest on the footrest.
· Angle adjustable. While seated, your legs and feet should comfortably rest at a 90° angle. If your desk and chair are not adequately adjustable,
the footrest compensates for that.
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· Height adjustable. Short legs or higher chairs stop being an issue if the footrest can be adjusted to the right height.
· Massaging bumps. Moving your feet along the bumpy surface can help prevent blood circulation problems.
· Smart exercise. 30 central rolls will encourage you to unconsciously move your feet all the time!

Specifications
Color
Deck height adjustment range
Guarantee

Black
Yes
1 year
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